


WHO 
WE ARE
We’re a team of motivated individuals 
interested in watching independent 
professionals succeed  in the digital space.

WWW

is to give any professional 
worldwide the edge 

they need to tackle their 
digital transformation 

and scale their business.

WELINK’S
VISION WELINK’S 

MISSION
is to offer unique 
visibility and a suite 
of tools to manage 
commercial activity, 
to any professionals 
who want to boost 
their business.



OUR STORYCreated in 2018, Welink has been 
able to grow from a team of 5 to a 
team of 190 in 2021. 
The French startup, the brainchild 
of entrepreneurs and digital experts 
Charles Passereau (CEO) and Kevin 
Gonçalves (COO), has taken over 
the world of sales tech both in and 
out of France. Welink now offers its 
services in 8 countries throughout 
Europe and has become one of the 
leading players in sales tech.

Founder & CEO

Founder & COO

With plans to keep expanding 
our services and growing our 
organisation, we want to accompany 
small businesses in the digitalisation 
of their business by making them 
visible to the right clients and helping 
them to manage their leads. 
The professionals registered on our 
platforms are put in direct contact 
with the relevant people and get the 
opportunity to grow their clientele 
effectively and consistently.
They will soon be able to manage 
their sales pipeline, communicate 
with their prospects, send quotes and 
even bill their clients directly from 
the platform by connecting on their 
professional account.

CHARLES PASSEREAU

KEVIN GONCALVES



OUR VALUES
Welink works according to strict values 

both towards its clients and employees.  
Our foremost commitment is to the 

success and growth of our clients’ 
businesses.

Since its inception, Welink has been a sales 
tech determined to forge a new way in 

digital solutions. Our services are geared 
towards businesses that want to grow and 
set themselves up for success by standing 

out from the competition. Backed by an in-
house team of Welinkers passionate about 

supporting small businesses, our clients 
grow their presence online and thrive in 
their sector thanks to our innovative and 

effective digital strategies.

Always with an eye out for new 
developments in the digital space, 

we pride ourselves on our dedication to 
improving the digital practices of our 

clients. Welink regularly implements new 
features and functionalities to its platforms 
and follows up with clients in their mission 

to achieve their goals for growth.

Our team is composed of qualified, 
motivated professionals who stay eager 

to learn. We thrive on challenging 
ourselves and meeting the highest 

standards, and we are always working to 
perform better every day.

WHAT 
MATTERS 
TO US
EMPOWERMENT

COLLABORATION

CONSIDERATION

INTENSITY

TRANSCENDENCE

Be a responsible and 
autonomous actor in your 
company: we advocate 
evolution and internal 
promotion.

Being a fast-growing 
company, we work 
towards obtaining the 
best possible outcome in 
the least wasteful manner 
by maintaining intensity, 
passion, and a sense of 
urgency. 

We share the same focus 
and commitment, we 
listen to and learn from 
each other… in short, we’re 
all about team spirit!

Good is not good enough! 
We constantly challenge 
ourselves to aim for 
excellence. We believe there 
is always a record to break.

We place people 
at the heart of our 
preoccupations and we 
value everyone equally. 



OUR OFFER
We provide professionals with the best solution to 
boost their business, connecting them with clients 
online and bringing them direct contacts.
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Increase professionals’ online 
visibility and showcase their 

experience and expertise

Centralised management 
of prospects and client portfolio

Promotional costs 
are kept under control

We create our client’s profile page from 
scratch on our platform to ensure their 

visibility to their target audience and 
increase their potential for prospective 
clients. Areas of expertise, services, job 

offers, customer reviews, awards, team, 
projects… We highlight what’s unique to 

their company. Boosting visibility, in turn, 
increases the professional’s credibility and 

makes them more trustworthy among 
prospective clients. We individualise the 
platform for each of our clients through 

regular content publishing, which 
contributes to showcasing their company 

in a professional light.

We make sure our clients get maximum 
visibility for their business thanks to 

our effective SEO strategies. We also 
implement a multichannel technology 

strategy that automatically synchronises 
and optimises the professional’s profile 

information to ensure their presence on 
different online directories and GPS (Google 

My Business, Google Maps, Facebook…)

Our clients are given the possibility to 
be reactive and available 24/7, whether 
through phone, receiving a message via 
our online messaging system, or accepting 
an online appointment request. We offer a 
suite of features that allows businesses to 
manage their client communications and 
each step of their business process so they 
can save time and focus on their profession.
We support our clients’ businesses by 
offering new features every quarter, 
ensuring our clients’ canvassing process is 
optimised.

Everything is included and turnkey: 
the creation of the personalised page, 
marketing efforts and strategies, and 
any additional services. Small businesses 
can get the expertise and services they 
deserve while controlling their costs. 
Our fee is a fair, fixed annual subscription 
with no commission costs so that our 
clients can focus on their profession 
while being sure their business is in good, 
reliable hands. 



OUR SERVICE

Actions

Views

We offer consistent in-house support 
throughout the entire duration of the 
partnership, as our team of experts 
regularly checks up on our clients’ 
progress. Our account managers 
get in touch with every client every 3 
months for regular activity reporting 
and optimisations. 

Our goal is to consistently follow 
through with our clients, making 
a point of being proactive and a 
contributing factor to their success.
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190 Welinkers

30,000

+130,000

8 countries

in 2020

with a commitment 
to support small 

businesses

professionals 
already registered 

with us

+4,800requests processed

monthly visitors 
on our network

Services 
offered in



Welink in the press

welinkbuilders.com welinkaccountants.com

welinkarchitects.comwelinklegal.com

welinkagencies.com

32 platforms in 8 countries
and thousands of professionals available 

Welink - 1 rue des déchargeurs - Paris 1er - France
www.we-link.com

We help you connect with a qualified 
accountant to keep your business up and 

running, as it should be.
Visit our platform and find your 

accountant today.

We give you the opportunity to match 
with the architect you need to launch 

your project.

Whether you’re just starting a big 
renovation project or need a specific 

service provided quickly and securely, we 
help you find the right professional for 

the job.

Connect right now to your lawyer with 
no hassle on our specialised platform, 
covering all types of judiciary fields.

Connect with an agency near you. 
Compare profiles to find exactly what 

you’re looking for.


